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Abstract—As the amount of data produced by HPC applications reaches the exabyte range, compression techniques are often
adopted to reduce the checkpoint time and volume. Since lossless
techniques are limited in their ability to achieve appreciable data
reduction, lossy compression becomes a preferable option. In this
work, a lossy compression technique with highly efficient encoding, purpose-built error control, and high compression ratios is
proposed. Specifically, we apply a discrete cosine transform with
a novel block decomposition strategy directly to double-precision
floating point datasets instead of prevailing prediction-based
techniques. Further, we design an adaptive quantization with
two specific task-oriented quantizers: guaranteed error bounds
and higher compression ratios. Using real-world HPC datasets,
our approach achieves 3x–38x compression ratios while guaranteeing specified error bounds, showing comparable performance
with state-of-the-art lossy compression methods, SZ and ZFP.
Moreover, our method provides viable reconstructed data for
various checkpoint/restart scenarios in the FLASH application,
thus is considered to be a promising approach for lossy data
compression in HPC I/O software stacks.
Index Terms—Lossy Compression, Checkpoint/Restart, DCT

I. I NTRODUCTION
HPC applications periodically produce extremely large
amounts of data, mainly for snapshotting their states for
possible failure/restart and post-simulation data analysis [1],
[2]. Storing these raw data generated on supercomputers incurs
an excessive overhead of storage space and I/O time. For
example, a total of 170 terabytes of CESM (Community Earth
System Model) data is being produced for CMIP5 (Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project), and multiple petabytes of
data will be generated for the upcoming CMIP6 experiments [3], [4] per entire run. At the same time, however, a
supercomputer like Yellowstone [5] has only tens of petabytes
of centralized file system and data storage, with less than 100
GB/s of aggregated I/O bandwidth.
Compression techniques can help mitigate the burden during
the data I/O phase by reducing checkpoint data size, thereby
shortening the checkpoint (I/O) time [6]–[9]. Traditional lossless compression techniques, while preserving 100% of data
fidelity, are not able to achieve appreciable data reduction on
floating-point scientific data [10]–[15]. For example, the lossless compressors used in MCRENGINE [14], ISOBAR [15],
and Welton et al. [13] achieved only about 1.15x–1.6x compression ratios which do not meet the demanding datasize
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reduction requirement. Lossy compression, which has been
widely used in image, video, and audio compression, can
realize higher compression ratios than lossless ones. To date,
lossy compression has not been widely adopted in the scientific
domain for several reasons: scientific domain knowledge is
required for the design of efficient lossy compressors, high
compression precision on scientific data is demanded, and
the viability of reconstructed data from lossy compressors
in scientific workflows such as checkpoint/restart is not well
quantified.
On the other hand, lossy compression, which has been
widely used in image, video and audio compressions, can bring
a higher compression ratio than lossless one. Though it will
introduce errors which are not easy to bound, recent studies
have found that scientific data can actually tolerate some errorbounded loss in their simulation data accuracy [6]. Moreover,
errors, to some extent, are inherent in scientific simulations
where they can be generated from inaccurate scientific sensors [16]–[19]. Thus, applying lossy compression can mitigate
the overall overhead faced by today’s HPC systems.
Existing lossy compression techniques used for scientific
data often apply strategies such as prediction, binary representation, data transform, and vector quantization. Di and Cappello [20] proposed a technique called SZ, where predictable
data were represented based on several curve-fitting models
and unpredictable datasets were compressed using a binary
representation analysis. Tao et al. [20], [21] extended SZ by
employing an adaptive quantization mechanism to improve
the accuracy of their prediction-based compression algorithm.
The limitation of the prediction-based compressors is that they
were data dependent. The compression performance would degrade if the simulation data exhibited less structure [22], [23].
Lakshminarasimhan et al. [24] proposed a technique called
ISABELA, where the B-Spline transformation was applied on
sorted data. However, the compression ratio of ISABELA was
limited due to the sorting process. NUMARCK [25] adopted
quantization mechanisms on the change ratios between consecutive checkpoints, but it could not ensure compression error
within the bounds. Yuan et al. [26] presented a parallelized
version of [25], but it had a drawback of its large memory
requirement.
The above-mentioned challenges motivate us to design
a lossy compressor that is efficient, error bounded, able
to achieve high compression ratios, and viable for check-

point/restart. In this work, we propose a novel block decomposition strategy and combine it with the well-known discrete
cosine transform (DCT) on double-precision floating point
datasets directly. The reason for choosing DCT is because
it has high decorrelation efficiency [9], [27], and its inverse
has the same spectrum as the original data [28]. The major
contributions of our approach presented in this paper are
described as follows:
1) With the proposed novel block decomposition strategy directly applied to floating-point numbers, the modified
transform-based technique not only efficiently decorrelates
data content but also eliminates potential computational overheads, such as sorting or ordering coefficients, while achieving
high compression ratios. Combining DCT with customized
decomposition, which improves the ability of DCT to distinguish dominant coefficients, and quantization, we were able to
achieve comparable compression ratios with high efficiency.
2) An adaptive quantization customized with our decomposed DCT coefficients is designed, in which users can select
the compressor modes based on their task requirements: either
guaranteed maximum relative errors within specified bounds
(by an error-controlled Quantizer-EC) or high compression
ratios within acceptable error rates (by a quantization table
based Quantizer-QT). Strict error control in original (spatial)
domain is achieved in transform-based lossy compressors.
The quantizer is determined for each checkpoint by learning
the distribution of high-frequency DCT coefficients. We also
create a customized encoding model that exploits increased
redundancies in bin indexes by our quantization table designed
for block-based DCT coefficients, improving compression
ratios further.
3) We compare our compressor with state-of-the-art compressors, SZ-1.4 and ZFP, using six scientific datasets from
three real scientific applications, FLASH [29], CMIP5 [30],
and Nek5000 [31], [32]. Our experimental results demonstrated that our compression approach achieves comparable performance with regard to compression ratio, compression accuracy (Maximum Relative Error, Normalized RootMean-Square Error (NRMSE), the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR), and Pearson correlation) and compression speed. On
the evaluated data, our compressor achieves 3x–38x compression ratios while ensuring user-specified error bounds.
4) Lastly, we reconstruct the data from two solvers (Sedov
and Cellular) in FLASH, and investigate them under several
checkpoint/restart scenarios. It is shown that restarts from
lossy state are viable without any application disruptions, and
the propagation of single and compounding errors remain
within the user-specified error bounds. This demonstrates that
our compression technique can seamlessly work for checkpoint/restart in FLASH application workflows.

ZFP [9] have demonstrated that transform-based compression
can provide high data decorrelation efficiency. Because this is
desirable, researchers have been attracted to apply transforms
(well utilized in JPEG, JPEG2000 [33], and MPEG [34]) to
various HPC datasets.
Woodring et al. [35] used the JPEG 2000 technique on
climate data compression, and Belmon et al. [36] used wavelet
transform for spacecraft data compression. However, these
works were limited to evaluating datasets from only one
specific domain. Sasaki et al. [37] applied the Haar wavelet
transform (HWT), and Li et al. [38] applied the CohenDaubechies-Feauveau wavelet transform (CDF 9/7) in their
compressors. However, HWT requires multiple levels of decomposition while CDF 9/7 is limited to the levels of transforms for information compaction. Yeo et al. [39] and Ratnakar
et al. [40] applied discrete cosine transform (DCT) for its high
efficiency on data volume rendering, however, their approaches
are less capable of bounding errors. It should be noted that
applying JPEG or MPEG techniques directly in scientific data
compression will usually introduce a large number of errors.
Therefore, quantifying errors and proving the viability of the
compressors for checkpoint/restart become important. Though
Sasaki et al. [37] and Woodring et al. [35] showed certain
precision of their compressors, their techniques were limited
to exhibiting the stability and viability for checkpoint/restart
mechanisms. ZFP [9] employed its own optimized data transform rather than using existing discrete ones, however, the
reconstruction errors were not strictly bounded in ZFP, and
the compression ratio was optimized mainly for 2D or 3D
structured datasets.
B. Discrete Transforms
There are several well-known transforms such as discrete cosine transform (DCT), discrete wavelet transform
(DWT), Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau (CDF), and Fast WalshHadamard (FWHT) that can be applied in a lossy compressor. While selecting the appropriate transform type for
HPC datasets (in floating-point numbers) or designing an
optimized transform like [9] is challenging, one should note
that most of the commonly used discrete transforms share the
same beneficial property: many natural signals have concise
representations of original data after transforms.
We illustrate this property by using the “rlds” dataset from
CMIP5 (shown in Figure 1a). Figure 1b shows the distribution
of coefficients (in frequency domain) after applying a discrete
transform (the Haar from DWT is used as an example). The
trend sub-signal on the left half of Figure 1b shows a concise
representation of the original data. The sub-signal on the right
half of the figure presents its variations (defined as highfrequency coefficients), which are significantly smaller than
the original datapoints. This is because discrete transforms
tend to redistribute the energy contained in the signal and
condense most of the energy into a small number of dominant
coefficients (defined as low-frequency coefficients). The energy represents the data information, and the sum of squares

II. BACKGROUND
A. Discussion of Prior Work
Datasets generated by HPC applications usually exhibit
diverse characteristics, and thus the compression performance
may vary largely in different applications. Prior studies such as
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Fig. 2: An illustration of block decomposition with DCT using
the rlds dataset. Our method is applicable to data of any
dimensions as we regard all of them as flattened data.
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bution of coefficients after applying 3-level decomposition.
It is observed that the amount of low-frequency coefficients
in Figure 1c is less than that in Figure 1b, and also the
values of low-frequency coefficients in Figure 1c are higher.
This indicates that each of these low-frequency coefficients
(shown on the left in Figure 1c) carries a larger percentage of
information from the original data.
The above-mentioned unique features of discrete data transforms inspired us to design a transform-based lossy compressor. We designed our compressor with the following key
questions in mind: 1) How do we capture dominant coefficients
without incurring compute-intensive steps, such as recursive
transforms? 2) Since we know that most of the transforms
are lossless and the errors are introduced during the quantization or the elimination of high frequency coefficients (as
shown in Figure 1d), how do we control the errors during
quantization while achieving high compression ratios? 3) What
is the impact of lossy compression in real-world application
workflows?
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A. Block Decomposition with DCT
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In our compressor, we select Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) (the most commonly used DCT-II) as our transform
method. Since DCT itself does not clearly favor any frequencies (as shown in Figure 3a), we design a novel block
decomposition strategy, as illustrated in Figure 2. The inspiration comes from JPEG and MPEG techniques, where the first
pixel of an image (i.e., the top left pixel in a 2D image) or
the first frame of a video is stored as the most informative
content during compression. In a similar way, we consider
the first DCT coefficient as the most informative coefficient
(i.e., DC coefficient which contains zero frequency), and the
remaining coefficients as the AC coefficients (contain non-zero
frequencies).
In our decomposition, we first partition data into small
blocks. Specifically, we choose the block size of 64 as it can be
used as 8×8 in 2D and 4×4×4 in 3D. Then we apply DCT on
block-based coefficients. Next, we collect the DC coefficient

(d)

Fig. 1: The distribution of rlds dataset in various forms. (a)
original data. (b) after applying 1-level Haar wavelet transform (HWT). (c) after applying 3-level HWT. (d) comparison
between the original and reconstructed data with 3-level HWT
(discarding high-frequency coefficients).

of the magnitudes of the coefficients usually represents the
total data information [22].
For more concise representations of the original signal
in transform-based compression, a decomposition process
(e.g., multi-level decomposition) is commonly implemented.
This process involves a recursive application of partitioning
and transforming on high-frequency components, which is
compute-intensive. For instance, Figure 1c shows the distri-
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from each block, organize them based on the block sequence
order, and consider them as low-frequency coefficients for the
entire data. The remaining AC coefficients are considered as
the high-frequency coefficients. We note that the block size
affects not only precision but also compression ratios and
availability of parallelism. We also note that, while one can
employ recursive DCT, but it gives lower compression ratios
because of an extra index and sorting/ordering coefficients.
Figure 3b shows the distribution of DCT coefficients after
applying our block decomposition strategy. This indicates that
our decomposition strategy is able to improve the ability of
DCT to distinguish dominant frequency coefficients. Also,
based on the experiments on the rlds dataset, we found that
the transformation time of a DCT with block decomposition
(block size of 64) was an average of 3x faster than that
of a 6-level HWT (N -level HWT transforms or DCT with
block decomposition size of 2N will generate low-frequency
coefficients with the same length of 1/2N ). Therefore, by
applying a block decomposition strategy with DCT, we avoid
not only the storage-consuming sorting step during transform
but also time-consuming recursive transforms.
Another advantage of our block decomposition strategy is
that the gradients of small block-based data could be smaller
than that of an entire checkpoint (single iteration). As a result,
applying DCT on block-based data could be more accurate and
efficient, and incurs less memory overhead during encoding
than on an entire checkpoint.
Moreover, we apply an exponent normalization on the
block decomposed coefficients by aligning data values to a
common exponent and expressing each value with reference
to the largest exponent. This alignment unifies the range of
transformed coefficients so that a smaller number of indices
are required during encoding.
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Fig. 3: The distribution of DCT coefficients. (a) after applying
DCT transform. Note that we show the coefficients in range [500, 500] for illustrative purposes only. The actual coefficients
are in range [-8.4879e+03, 3.3362e+04]. (b) after applying
block decomposition with the block size of 8. Note that the
block size of 8 (instead of the block size of 64) is used here
to show its similarity to 3-level HWT (as shown in Figure 1c)
in terms of coefficient distribution.
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B. Quantization Technique

Global bound: (-B*P, B*P)

Since the majority of original data information is preserved
in a small number of low-frequency coefficients, we store
them as is and adopt a proper quantization technique on the
high-frequency coefficients. In this section, we propose an
adaptive quantization with two task-oriented quantizers (shown
in Figure 4): either guaranteed maximum relative errors within
specified bounds (Quantizer-EC) or high compression ratios
within reasonable error rates (Quantizer-QT). Since checkpoint
data evolves as simulation goes, our quantizer is determined
for each checkpoint by learning the distribution of transformed
high-frequency DCT components.
a) Quantizer-EC: Quantizer-EC is an adjustable errorcontrolled (EC) quantizer, where users can control compression errors by selecting their desired bound, denoted as P (in
terms of relative error), and a total number of bins, C. Then
a global bound GP is fixed to [−P ∗ C, P ∗ C]. We evenly
partition the global bound GP into C bins, and the width
of each bin is equal to twice of the error bound P . If the
value of a coefficient is within a certain bin range, then it
is approximated as the bin’s center value. By doing this, the
maximum error introduced after quantization will be smaller
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Fig. 4: Overview of our proposed quantizers.

than the specified error bound P . For coefficients outside the
global bound GP , we either save them as is to ensure accuracy
or apply an extra truncation to improve the compression
ratio. Algorithm 1 outlines this quantization method in detail.
Although using a larger C can potentially reduce errors, we
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm of Quantizer-EC.
Input: DTH : high-frequency coefficients.
I: the number of checkpoint iteration.
J: the number of high-frequency coefficient in each iteration.
P : a user-specified error bound.
B: bin.
C: bin index.
0
Output: DTH
: approximated coefficients.
1: for i = 1, 2, . . . , I do
2:
Evenly partitioning global bound [−2P ∗ 255, 2P ∗ 255] into 255 bins
3:
for j = 1, 2, . . . , J do
4:
if DTH i, j ∈ Bi,c , c = 1, 2, . . . , 255 then
5:
DTH i, j 0 ← approximation (center value of Bi,c )
6:
else
7:
DTH i, j 0 ← DTH i, j
8:
end if
9:
end for
10: end for
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fix C to 255 (28 − 1) because a larger number of bins requires
extra encoding steps in addition to Huffman coding for the bin
index. Smaller bin sizes also can be used but we find using 255
(or 1-byte) maximizes compression ratios and efficiency with
our encoding scheme. This binning strategy is straightforward
and can be applied to high-frequency coefficients from other
transforms like wavelets.
It should be noted that the binning mechanism described
above is applied in the frequency domain (i.e., DCT coefficients), not in the spatial domain (i.e., original data).
Therefore, extra errors could be introduced during the inverse
transform for reconstructing data from lossy state. If the maximum compression errors (the difference between reconstructed
data and original data) must be guaranteed within the userspecified error bound P , a revised error bounding method
is needed. This strict error guarantee is dependent on the
transform employed because each transform has a different
inverse transform property. For DCT, its inverse transform
has the same computation as the non-inverse one, which is
calculated as the sum of weighted coefficients. Mathematically
speaking, the√new max error in the spatial domain is then
calculated as N times the max error in the frequency domain
(where N is the block
√ size). Therefore, users need to set their
error bound to P / N in the frequency domain such that,
after inverse transforming, the compression errors are bounded
within P in the original domain. This makes DCT with
Quantizer-EC (namely DCT-EC) a conservative yet efficient
compressor.
b) Quantizer-QT: Quantizer-EC described so far applied
the quantization to AC coefficients (high-frequency) directly.
However, there is an opportunity to improve compression
ratios further by applying various quantization methods to AC
coefficients so that the number of bits required for encoding is
reduced. This is inspired by the property of discrete transforms
wherein spatial frequencies represent the detailed information
of the original data. In other words, if the original data values
are spatially smooth (which is common in many scientific
applications that model physical phenomenon), a block in the
DCT domain will have smooth high-frequency coefficients
(i.e., with small variations).
To verify whether there is exploitable smoothness in high-
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Fig. 5: The distribution of DCT block coefficients. (a) and (b)
show the overlay of all blocks in a single checkpoint after
applying transform and exponent normalization on rlds and
Eddy datasets with block size of 64.

frequency coefficients, we take the rlds and Eddy datasets
(described in Table I) as examples and plot the overlays of
their block coefficients, as depicted in Figure 5a and Figure 5b,
respectively. Note that these two figures show the overlays of
all the blocks of a single checkpoint after applying the data
transform, not the distribution of the checkpoints shown in
step d of Figure 2. Our investigation of these plots leads to
several findings.
First, most distributions of block coefficients demonstrate
two distinctive patterns: 1) the DC coefficient (the first block
coefficient) contains most of the data information, and the
remaining ones are either small values or zeros (as depicted
in Figure 5a); and 2) besides the first dominant coefficient,
there are a few secondary-informative coefficients, or spikes
(as depicted in Figure 5b). To confirm the occurrence of these
patterns in scientific datasets, we define two cases: Case 1 is
when DC coefficient carries more than 90% of the total energy
of a block, and Case 2 is when Case 1 is not applicable but
the top three dominant coefficients carry more than 90% of
the total energy. Our statistical analysis indicates that there
is an average of 62.67% occurrence of Case 1 and 16.95%
occurrence of Case 2 on six evaluated datasets (described in
Table I). The total occurrence of Case 1 and Case 2 illustrates
that most of the data information can be represented by a
small number of coefficients. In other words, most of the block
coefficients are small in magnitude (i.e., smooth) and contain
less data information.
Second, it is worth mentioning that different checkpoint
data in the same dataset show a similar block pattern (i.e.,
the transformed coefficients capture temporal redundancy).
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Algorithm 2 The algorithm of Quantizer-QT applied to block
coefficients in a single iteration.

coefficient value

8

Input: BA: AC block coefficients.
qt: quantization table (initial value are set to zeros).
M : the number of blocks.
N : the number of block coefficient in each block, also the number of qt’s coefficient.
Output: BA0 : approximated coefficients.
for n = 1, 2, . . . , N do
2:
for m = 1, 2, . . . , M do
if abs (BAn, m) ≥ qtn,1 then
4:
qtn, 1 ← abs (BAn, m)
end if
6:
end for
end for
0
8: BAn, m0 ← BAn,m
qtn,1 , apply algorithm EC on BAn, m
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Also, the secondary-dominant coefficients (spikes) are always
clustered/oscillated around similar positions, as shown in Figure 5b. Therefore, if we can model the repetitive pattern from
one checkpoint into a quantization table, then it can be applied
to the blocks showing the same patterns in other checkpoints.
Exploiting the same spatiotemporal pattern not only simplifies
our quantization step (e.g., elimination of a zigzag order used
in JPEG), but also reduces the number of bits required to
represent coefficients.
Since most of the block coefficients show descent smoothness and repetitiveness (as mentioned in above findings),
we design a quantization table qt in our quantizer, namely
Quantizer-QT. We generate qt by finding the maximum
value of the nth coefficient over all the blocks and build a
quantization table of length N − 1, where N is the block
size and n ≤ N . Note that the DC coefficients of the
blocks are not included in this step as they are saved as
is. As outlined in Algorithm 2, qt is calculated as qtn,1 =
max {|BAn,1 | , |BAn,2 | , |BAn,3 | , ..., |BAn,m |}, where m is
the total number of decomposed blocks and the input data
is a one-dimensional floating-point array. All AC coefficients
are then converted into a global bound and quantized using
Quantizer-EC after being divided by qt.
As an example of how Quantizer-QT works, we select
rlds and Eddy datasets to demonstrate our design. Figure 6c
and Figure 6d show the distribution of block coefficients
of rlds and Eddy after being divided by their quantization
tables shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b. As we can see, the
resulting coefficients require much fewer bit representations
after quantization table is applied as they are much narrower in
range. Our Quantizer-QT is a mechanism for striking a balance
between loss of precision and compression ratio. Therefore,
DCT with Quantizer-QT (namely DCT-QT) is designed for
scientists who want full compression potential but with less
tight error bounds.
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Fig. 6: An example quantization table for a single checkpoint
of (a) rlds and (b) Eddy. The overlay of AC coefficients after
applying individual qt to (c) rlds (d) Eddy.

the bin’s center value; otherwise, it will be saved as is for
guaranteeing error rates. For DCT-QT, a 1 × N quantization
table (in double-precision format) needs to be saved. An extra
1 bit is also needed to distinguish the out-of-range coefficients
and approximated coefficients. Lastly, we apply Gzip to bin
indices and dominant coefficients, which further improves the
compression ratio. While we use Gzip, the choice of using
add-ons such as Huffman, Gzip, ZSTD depends on user’s
need, i.e., higher compression ratios vs. higher compression
speed. Note that our encoding scheme can be performed on the

C. Data Encoding
The last step of our lossy compression is to encode the
data into our compressed format. In this stage, the first dominant coefficient in each block is stored as its original value.
The remaining high-frequency coefficients will be quantized
and stored as their corresponding approximated values. If a
coefficient lies within the global bound, it will be stored as
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Dataset
rlds
mrsos
Sedov

Description
Surface downwelling longwave radiation
CMIP5
Moisture content of soil layer
Hydrodynamical test code involving strong shocks
FLASH
and non-planar symmetry
Cellular Burn simulation: cellular nuclear burning problem
Eddy
2D solution to Navier-Stokes equations
Nek5000
Vortex Inviscid vortex propagation: tests the problem in
earlier studies of finite volume methods

Size
218 MB
218 MB
576 MB
1.35 GB
820 MB
580 MB
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TABLE I: Evaluated Datasets and their characteristics.
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Fig. 7: The bar graphs (primary y-axis) show the compression
ratios using off-the-shelf JPEG and JPEG 2000 techniques,
with quality of 75; The line graphs show the Entropy of
evaluated datasets.

decomposed block, which is similar to ZFP, allowing random
read/write access to compressed floating-point data at block
granularity.
Huffman encoding or Gzip employed here can improve
compression ratios by removing redundancies but can be
time-consuming. However, our approach does not involve
other computationally-intensive tasks. For example, unlike
ZFP where floating-point data is converted into fixed-point
representations before transform, we apply DCT directly on
floating-point data. DCT itself is also fast compared to other
transforms and can be performed efficiently because of our
block decomposition. DCT transform speed is related to datasize and larger data size will lead to a linear time increase.

which utilize curve-fitting, scalar quantization and Huffman
coding to compress predictable data points. ZFP represents
transform-based compressors which include mantissa conversion and orthogonal transformation. Other lossy compressors
were not evaluated here as they exhibited similar or less
competitive results to SZ and ZFP [20]. Lossless compressors
were not considered in our evaluation due to their limitation in
compression ratios (e.g., no more than 2x based on Shannon’s
theorem summarized in [6]).
4) Evaluation Metrics:
a) Entropy: Shannon entropy, a popularly used metric in
lossless compression, is used to predict the compressibility of
datasets. Specially, the Entropy (H
Pnin bits) of a dataset x is
calculated as follows: H(x) = − i=1 P (xi )log(P (xi )).
b) Compression Ratio and Accuracy: Compression ratio
(CR), is used to evaluate the size reduction from compression,
which is defined as the original size divided by the compressed
size. To measure the difference between the original data
and the reconstructed data, we use the metrics defined in Zchecker [41], a framework for assessing lossy compressors
for scientific data. Specifically, we use: (1) Maximum Relative
Error (denoted as max θ), which is calculated as the maximum
absolute error divided by the value range of the data. We
denote θ as the relative error instead of pointwise error because
of the different value ranges exhibited in datasets. In our
compression algorithm, users can define their own relative
error bound (P ). For DCT-EC, the relative error (θ) is guaranteed within the error bound; (2) Average Error: Normalized
Root-Mean-Square Error (NRMSE) and Mean Relative Error
(θ̄) are used to measure average relative error; (3) Distortion
and Correlation: The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and
Pearson Correlation are used to evaluate compression error.

IV. E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
1) System: We conducted our experiments on the Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Cluster
(MGHPCC) for running FLASH and Nek5000 applications
at various scales ranging from 64 to 1,024 cores to generate datasets for our experiments. We used MPICH-3.2
and PnetCDF-1.7.0 for running the evaluated applications
(FLASH-4.2.1 and the latest version of Nek5000 solvers from
the repository).
2) Dataset: We used six real-world scientific datasets obtained from three HPC code packages: FLASH, CMIP5, and
Nek5000, as shown in Table I. The number of checkpoints is
between 153 and 1,000 depending on datasets. The applications used in our evaluation are from three different scientific
domains: climate simulation, hydrodynamic simulation, and
nuclear combustion simulation. They all produce doubleprecision floating-point data. For the solvers and datasets
provided in the FLASH code, we evaluated the five most
important variables: temperature, pressure, density, initial energy, and total energy from each checkpoint file. For the
benchmarks provided in the CMIP5 code package, we used
two atmospheric outputs of climate simulations: rlds and
mrsos (stored in a separate 1D array). These two datasets are
known to be hard to compress, due to less correlation between
neighboring datapoints compared to the mesh data produced
by conventional simulations, such as hydrodynamics and fluid
dynamics.
3) Evaluated Schemes: We compared our compression algorithms with two state-of-the-art lossy compressors: SZ (SZ
1.4) and ZFP. SZ represents prediction-based compressors

B. Evaluation Results
1) Entropy and Compression Ratio: We first use Shannon
Entropy as well as the achieved compression ratios from the
image-based compression techniques, JPEG and JPEG2000
to estimate the compressibility of the datasets. We use offthe-shelf JPEG techniques as a compression-ratio indicator
by fixing compression quality. As shown in Figure 7, the
entropies of rlds, mrsos, Vortex and Eddy are higher and
their compression ratios are lower than those of Sedov and
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manually adjust P of ZFP to guarantee that the max θ is
smaller than P . While we observe an overall trend that stricter
error bounds give lower CRs as shown in Figure 8, DCT-EC
shows the highest CRs for Sedov and Cellular for all three
error bounds we evaluated. For example, when P is 1E−3, the
CR of DCT-EC for Cellular is 38, which is 290% and 790%
higher than SZ’s 13 and ZFP’s 4.8, respectively. For Sedov,
with P =1E−5, the CR of DCT-EC is 7.1, which is 140% and
167% higher than SZ’s 5 and ZFP’s 4.2, respectively. It is
also shown that DCT-EC has the highest CRs for Eddy and
Vortex with P of 1E−3. We observe that ZFP has the best
compression ratios for mrsos, which is one of the hard-tocompress datasets according to our entropy analysis (discussed
in Section IV-B1). DCT-EC did not perform well with mrsos
because of its characteristics: high entropy but low energy
concentration after transforms. Our analysis indicates that ZFP
requires fewer bits to encode the coefficients in mrsos than
DCT-EC and SZ. Figure 8 also presents the average errors (in
terms of NRMSE) for DCT-EC, SZ and ZFP with P of 1E−3,
1E−4, and 1E−5. It is shown that, for most of the datasets,
both ZFP and DCT-EC produce relatively lower average error
than SZ does. DCT-EC also produces a low average error while
achieving high CRs on Sedov and Cellular.
We next compare the performance of DCT-QT with SZ
and ZFP. Since the coefficients in DCT-QT are adjusted by
the quantization table, DCT-QT may not strictly bound the
user-defined error rates. Therefore, for a fair comparison, we
adjusted P and evaluated CRs of SZ and ZFP by aligning the
mean relative error (θ̄) to the same value for each dataset. As
shown in Figure 9, DCT-QT achieves much higher CRs than
SZ and ZFP on rlds, Sedov, Cellular, Eddy, and Vortex. The
CR on mrsos is close to 10, which is quite competitive.
To prove how much higher compression ratio DCT-QT
could achieve while guaranteeing max θ within certain error
bound, we compare DCT-QT with SZ by adjusting SZ’s P to
max θ of DCT-QT. The comparison result shows that DCTQT can achieve CRs of 122.83, 26, 203.10, 183.54, 19.65
and 62.27 on rlds, mrsos, Cellular, Sedov, Eddy, and Vortex,
respectively, while SZ can achieve CRs of 42.00, 19.62, 88.21,
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Fig. 9: The bar graphs show compression ratios for DCT-QT,
SZ, and ZFP whereas the markers show deviations between
original data and reconstructed data in terms of Mean Relative
Error (θ̄).
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Fig. 8: The bar graphs (primary y-axis) show compression
ratios for DCT-EC, SZ, and ZFP with the max error bounds
(P ) of (a) 1E−3, (b) 1E−4 and (c) 1E−5. The markers
(secondary y-axis) show deviations between original data and
reconstructed data in terms of NRMSE with different lossy
compressors. (blue circle: DCT-EC, orange triangle: SZ, grey
square: ZFP).

Cellular. Therefore, we consider rlds, mrsos, Vortex and Eddy
as hard-to-compress datasets. It is interesting to note that the
compression ratios achieved by applying JPEG are higher than
the ones from JPEG 2000.
2) Compression Ratio and Error Bound: Figure 8 presents
the compression ratios (CRs) of DCT-EC, SZ and, ZFP, when
P is set to 1E−3, 1E−4, and 1E−5, respectively. Since ZFP
might not respect the error bound, for a fair comparison, we
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TABLE II: Evaluation of Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR (dB)) with different lossy compressors on selected datasets.
SZ
64.83
84.79
Inf

DCT-EC
83.25
104.58
124.88

mrsos
Sedov
Cellular
Eddy
ZFP
SZ DCT-EC ZFP
SZ DCT-EC ZFP
SZ DCT-EC ZFP
70.56 66.34 81.14 84.53 67.27 76.89 73.51 64.98 72.08 70.49
94.58 85.647 104.41 101.20 86.55 96.91 91.86 84.83 92.83 88.57
112.66 106.35 127.94 121.28 107.81 117.98 121.98 109.42 115.70 106.63

TABLE III: Evaluation of Pearson correlation with different
lossy compressors on selected datasets.

SZ
≥1-10−6
≥1-10−8
≥1-10−10
SZ
≥1-10−6
≥1-10−8
≥1-100

10

Counts

SZ
≥1-10−6
≥1-10−8
≥1-100

mrsos
DCT-EC
ZFP
≥1-10−8 ≥1-10−7
≥1-10−10 ≥1-10−9
≥1-10−12 ≥1-10−11
Cellular
DCT-EC
ZFP
≥1-10−7 ≥1-10−7
≥1-10−9 ≥1-10−9
≥1-10−11 ≥1-10−12
Vortex
DCT-EC
ZFP
≥1-10−7 ≥1-10−6
≥1-10−9 ≥1-10−8
≥1-10−11 ≥1-10−10

DCT-EC
75.79
95.77
118.51

106

SZ
≥1-10−6
≥1-10−8
≥1-10−10

5

104
10

3

102
101
100
-1

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Relative Compression Error

SZ
≥1-10−6
≥1-10−8
≥1-10−11

Vortex
ZFP
SZ
68.67 64.77
86.69 84.77
104.70 104.82

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1

0.8
-4
10

(a) SZ
106
105

SZ
≥1-10−6
≥1-10−8
≥1-10−10

Counts

rlds
DCT-EC
ZFP
1E−3 ≥1-10−7 ≥1-10−6
1E−4 ≥1-10−9 ≥1-10−9
1E−5 ≥1-10−12 ≥1-10−11
Sedov
max θ
DCT-EC
ZFP
1E−3 ≥1-10−7 ≥1-10−8
1E−4 ≥1-10−10 ≥1-10−9
1E−5 ≥1-10−12 ≥1-10−11
Eddy
max θ
DCT-EC
ZFP
1E−3 ≥1-10−7 ≥1-10−6
1E−4 ≥1-10−9 ≥1-10−8
1E−5 ≥1-10−11 ≥1-10−10
max θ

SZ
64.77
84.77
Inf

CDF

rlds
ZFP
67.01
91.05
109.08

104
103
102
101
100
-1

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Relative Compression Error

141.32, 16.09 and 59.18, respectively. (The specific max θ
is set to 5E−2, 1E−2, 7E−2, 8E−2, 1.5E−2, and 1E−2).
It is shown that with less tight error bounds, the CR of
DCT-QT increases faster than that of SZ. The high CRs
achieved by DCT-QT can help scientists who have special
needs on checkpoint reduction but with fewer constraints on
error precision. Overall, both DCT-EC and DCT-QT show
remarkably higher compression ratios for FLASH datasets
(multi-physics, hydrodynamic code) and provide comparable
results for the other datasets.
3) Distortion and Correlation: Table II and III show the
PSNRs and the Pearson correlation coefficients for DCT-EC,
SZ and ZFP. From Table II, we can see that with P of
1E−5, all three compressors obtain PSNRs higher than 100.
Compared with SZ and ZFP, DCT-EC obtains a higher range
between 110 and 120 on most datasets. From Table III, we can
see that all three compressors have “five nines” [42] or better
correlations with all three P s. For DCT-QT, it obtains PSNRs
of no more than 50 and Pearson correlations of no more than
0.9999 on six datasets (with max θ of around 1E−3), which
shows its limitation in compression precision compared with
DCT-EC.
4) Distribution of Compression Errors: Figure 10 shows
the distribution of relative errors for DCT-EC, SZ, and ZFP
with P of 1E−4. We can see that the distribution of compression error for SZ is nearly uniform while those for ZFP
and DCT-EC are nearly normal. Moreover, DCT-EC is more
conservative with regard to the accuracy requirement, which
is due to its transform property discussed in Section II-B and
Section III-B. Also, from the cumulative distribution function
(CDF), we can see that more compression errors are centered

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1

CDF

DCT-EC
1E−3 76.85
1E−4 97.30
1E−5 120.81

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1

CDF

max θ

0.8
10-4

(b) ZFP
106

Counts

10

5

104
103
102
101
100
-1

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Relative Compression Error

0.8
10-4

(c) DCT-EC

Fig. 10: The distribution of relative error (θ), with P =1E−4,
for (a) SZ (b) ZFP (c) DCT-EC (similar trend in DCT-QT). The
primary y-axis shows the error histogram and the secondary
y-axis shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF).

around zero for DCT-EC than SZ and ZFP. This illustrates that
DCT-EC introduces less errors than SZ and ZFP in a given
P . We observe similar trends with P of 1E−3 and 1E−5.
5) Impact on Checkpoint/Restart: In real simulation runs,
the errors of successive results after restarting from failures
may or may not converge. Therefore, evaluating the impact of
errors introduced by lossy compression against the original
values at each time step is critical, even if all evaluated
compressors provide a mechanism to guarantee error bounds.
Since DCT-EC, SZ and ZFP are designed for scientists who
have high compression precision demands, we choose them
for real simulation workflow comparison. To quantify the
impact of errors, we obtain their compressed restart files and
compare with their actual restarts. Since the higher CRs on
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Fig. 12: (a) Compression and (b) Decompression speed (MB/s)
using DCT-EC, SZ and ZFP with P of 1E−3. Similar trends
were observed with P of 1E−4 and 1E−5. (c) Breakdown of
compression and decompression time with P of 1E−3.
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Fig. 11: The maximum relative error variation during simulation timestamps in two solvers in FLASH. The y-axis shows
the maximum relative error between the data generated from
restart using reconstructed data and the original data. Note
that, in (a) and (b), the restart points of SZ and DCT-EC show
value no higher than 1E−5.

simulation ends. We have tried the restart from 1 to the final
steps and observed the same effect because each step, after
restart, solves the same Sedov explosion problem. We choose
step 25 and 195 to reflect the randomness. The evaluations are
done with error bound P of 1E−3, 1E−4, and 1E−5.
First, we observe that the overall execution, in terms of the
number of simulation steps to converge, is not affected by the
reconstructed data. Both solvers end at the same simulation
time steps as the original executions. This demonstrates that
the error in the reconstructed data is not significantly influencing the mathematical formulas that each solver is computing.
Next, we evaluate how the error introduced by each com-

Sedov and Cellular datasets are very promising, we use Sedov
and Cellular solvers available in FLASH for comparison.
Specifically, we evaluate the restart of Sedov and Cellular at
time step 25 and 195, respectively, and run them until the
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TABLE IV: Scalability of compression and decompression.

pressor translates into errors in the actual scientific data
and its impact on real application simulations. As shown
in Figure 11a, the reconstructed restart file obtained from
SZ with P of 1E−3 generates a large spike after 20 steps
from the restart. While we conjecture that the exact cause
of this spike is related to a specific mathematical formula
in Cellular, it needs further verification from the domain
scientist. From Figure 11a, we observe that the reconstructed
restart files obtained from SZ with all three P s show small
divergence. The max θ keeps increasing for all cases. We
attribute this to the inherent error distribution in SZ, where
some scientific researchers require the compression errors to
follow Gaussian white noise distribution to satisfy the viability
of simulation. From Figure 11a, we also observe that, for all
reconstructed restart cases, the relative error for ZFP or DCTEC becomes relatively stable after a couple of simulation time
steps and finally shows the trend of decaying. With the highest
allowable error rate (P = 1E−3), DCT-EC shows a quicker
stabilization than the other two compressors. A similar trend
is also observed for Sedov, as shown in Figure 11b. With
the lowest error rate (P = 1E−5), all three compressors show
slower convergence, and thus more simulation steps are needed
before they stabilized.
In addition, we evaluate the effect of compounded errors
with P of 1E−3 on Cellular using the following restart
scenarios: (1) two successive restarts (which is similar to
[43]), at time step 195 and 196, and (2) two restarts at two
different time intervals (second restart at time step 230). Both
scenarios show that the compounded errors overlap with the
errors generated from the original restart, which is encouraging
because all three compressors work well with multiple restarts.
DCT-EC shows minimal impact of compounded errors and
remains below the error bound P .
All of these results demonstrate that both solvers (Sedov and
Cellular) worked well with various checkpoint/restart scenarios (single or multiple restarts) in FLASH without disrupting
the original execution time and without a noticeable deviation
from numerical convergence. Therefore, as far as FLASH
solvers are concerned, all compressors do not require users
to adjust data for consistency after a restart.
6) Compression Throughput: Figures 12a and 12b present
the average compression and decompression speeds (excluding
disk I/O) on all evaluated datasets using DCT-EC, SZ, and
ZFP, with P of 1E−3. As shown in these figures, DCT-EC
and ZFP outperform SZ on most datasets. This indicates that
transform-based compression is overall faster than predictionbased compression, at least for the datasets evaluated in this
work. It should be noted that DCT-EC includes Gzip encoding
on indices, while ZFP does not. It is also shown in the figures
that the decompression speeds are faster than compression
speeds on all three compressors, showing a promising result
for HPC workloads since data is compressed once and decompressed frequently. Figure 12c, on the other hand, shows the
breakdown of DCT-EC. We can see that the encoding time
including encoding is around 60% of the total compression
time. For DCT-QT, the quantization takes an average of 26.3%

Number of
threads
2
4
8
16

Comp
speedup
1.99
3.98
7.88
14.7

Comp parallel
efficiency
99.5%
99.5%
98.5%
91.88%

Decomp
speedup
1.99
3.97
7.87
14.9

Decomp parallel
efficiency
99.5%
99.25%
98.38%
93.13%

of the total compression time on all evaluated datasets.
7) Scalability: Table IV presents the scalability results of
the compression and decompression time (excluding the I/O
time) of DCT-EC (with P of 1E−3) on dataset Celluar while
varying the number of threads from 2 to 16. We ran each
experiment ten times and used the average time. As shown
in the table, the parallel efficiencies for both compression
and decompression are at least above 91.8% and have almost
linear speedup with an increasing number of threads. We
attribute this linear speedup to the block-based approach in our
compressor design. For example, DCT transform can be done
in parallel with the decomposed blocks. Subsequent blockbased filtering and quantization can be also done in parallel
without any communication among the distributed blocks. In
order to calculate the exact file offset for locally encoded
data for writing, our method needs to perform parallel prefix
operations, which is straightforward to parallelize. Overall, we
believe that our proposed method is scalable at a production
level.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we propose a lossy compression technique.
Specially, we apply DCT with a novel block decomposition
strategy and design an adaptive quantization with two taskoriented quantizers: Quantizer-EC and Quantizer-QT. We compare our compressor with SZ-1.4 and ZFP, using six scientific
datasets from three real scientific applications. Our compression approach achieves comparable performance, showing
3x–38x compression ratio while guaranteeing user-specified
error bounds on the evaluated datasets. Moveover, we investigate the reconstructed data from two solvers under several
checkpoint/restart scenarios. It is shown that restarts from
a lossy state are viable without any application disruptions,
and the propagation of single and compounding errors remain
within the user-specified error bounds. We empirically demonstrate that our compression technique can seamlessly work
for checkpoint/restart employed in the FLASH application
workflows and thus is considered as a promising approach
for lossy data compression.
In our future work, we plan to expand the proposed compression technique in several ways. First, we plan to improve
the compression ratio of our technique by optimizing the
quantization model. We also want to improve the compression quality of our technique on larger datasets. Lastly, we
plan to incorporate our compression mechanism into various
layers in the HPC I/O software stack, including MPI-IO [44],
PnetCDF [45], HDF5 [46], and ADIOS.
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